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Abstract -  T he problem s of the dynam ic in teraction  of the 
collector elem ents a re  covered. It takes in to  account the physical 
p roperties of the m ateria l and behav io r o f th e ir  p a ram ete rs  and 
the features of m echanical coupling. A m athem atical model of 
dynam ics of fractions o f random  destruction  in the contact layer 
conductivity is created. It creates for sliding contact elem ents of 
collector in steady-state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic contact interaction of material solids and fields 
because of the forces and friction actions leading to 
destruction is multifactor. Multi factorial destruction of 
contacting surface takes into account the fraction separating 
and fraction moving away from space [1-14].

Solving problems of wear and tear (including non-ferrous 
metals) is connected with the creation of effective methods to 
reduce the destruction of the collector elements. It concerns all 
fields of science and technology, particularly electrical 
engineering [15-24]. The major condition for creating of 
effective technology to prevent wear of sliding contact 
elements is clear understanding of destruction process of 
interaction of such elements.

II. THE URGENCY OF THE TASK

More complete (integrated) study and evaluation of the 
influence of wear leads to the need for a more general 
description of the process of dynamic contact interaction of 
solids. There is over the variety of conditions and results of 
wear. The wear is by changes of the properties of solids 
material in contact space (CS) of their dynamic interaction. 
Contact interaction process of sliding solids generates a 
random variety of CS as a sliding layer (SL). The peculiarity 
of this SL of dynamic contacting solids dynamic interaction is 
available of fractions into SL. These fractions are generated by 
grains of contacting solids destruction and atmospheric 
environment. These fractions are of different density, size, 
elasticity, and other properties. Such multiphase peculiarity of 
SL of dynamic contacting solids takes place practically in 
many types of frictional interaction of contact elements. A 
generalized analysis of the properties of the SL allows 
considering the combined effect of all destruction factors
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(adhesion, fatigue, etc.) as a dynamically property changing’s 
of SL in real time under the assumed conditions.

In the view of the authors, such study to solve problems of 
diagnosis, prediction and control of the destruction of contact 
elements in real time is a necessary, appropriate and relevant.

Prediction of the elements state depends on the accuracy of 
a physical model of contact interaction or measurement 
parameters during diagnosis of their situation [1-5,16-23] and 
their methods [6-15,24-27]. This prediction is a basic of 
technical products and theirs components operation.

Known methods of assessment of sliding contact elements 
[6-15] not fully capture the physics of random phenomena in 
the space of a thin SL of the solids dynamic interaction.

III. F o r m u i .a t io n  o f  r e s e a r c h

Because of article limitation we don’t pretend on 
exhaustive characterization CS studies, but we can formulate a 
general idea about the sliding contact elements features. Using 
the general principle studies of the physical processes in 
systems of densely packed discrete structure, we take a 
dynamic model [6-15], which takes into account changes in 
the contact interaction of sliding solids as the basis of the 
model of the destruction process of the solid sliding on the 
surface of another solid. Conditions of sliding solids 
interaction vary randomly, which leads to random physical, 
mechanical and other processes in the SL under the influence 
of environmental and other factors.

Despite the many of studies [1-5] on solids fritting, the 
random nature of contact elements has received and despite 
the many of studies [6-15] concerning the destruction of the 
different contact surface of solids there are a few publications 
about the dynamics and kinetics of the space between two 
sliding solids. The space of sophisticated stochastic interaction 
of collector elements is beyond the comprehension. Therefore 
such researches are of interest of estimation of sliding contact 
elements viability. This is actually to electric machine industry 
and physics of sliding interaction of condensed substance.

The analysis of thin layer of destrucling of collector 
elements in space limited by area of sliding element in steady 
state is carried out at work.

Look over the physical process of sliding contact elements 
wear. Many of studies [1-15] show that fractions of sliding
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solid are transferred to the rotating solid and they are 
deposited thereon in the' form of separate islets and scratch but 
not in the form of continuous pellicle. Wear caused by a 
mechanical impact on the contacting surface. This conclusion 
is strongly supported by experiments [12-13, 16-27]. 

r:: V i;
IV.DYNAMICS OF THE CONTACT LAYER STRUCTURE

:
Velocity, of changing of the contact set is determined by 

the dynamics pf emission of destructing elements.

We'll take that the contact area of sliding elements in 
steady state is constant (Fig. 1). Example: bank wiper sliding 
over the surface of.electrical machine slip-ring (commutator) 
has the constant rotor angular rotating velocity.

* 1

Vn

Fig. 1 Formation of contact area of sliding elements (z -  high of CS, 
V„ -  linear rate of rotation movement of surface of element)

Possible destruction of the lateral surfaces of the contact 
element (bank wiper) can be neglected because of the 
insignificance of this factor. This destruction is formed during 
the motion of bank wiper under pressure of the spring member 
inside the brush holder. Then specific volume of fractions 
destruction of the SL of bank wiper (we take bank wiper as 
condensed substance of packed compound) through the cross- 
section of brush holder (canal of fraction flow movement as a
result of tribological, destruction) in unit time is equal

M '.!**. *;f
Vf r =SfrV f.t ,  (1)

where Sfr is a square of canal cross-section, vfr is an average
linear rate of fraction movement along canal (longitudinal).

Flow velocity of tribological factions in CS under the 
dynamics of interaction of sliding elements of current
collecting in the coordinate system (xy,z) is determined by its 
velocity variations vpr { x ,y , z , t ) . Flow components change in 
along the coordinate axes:

vy W - M ' + A / ) —_>>,•(/)]/A /; (2)
t. •

vz (0 = hi  (/ + A/)-  Z j  (/)]/ A/ ,
. err ' X  o i  •

where (x, y, z) are the variables in the coordinates system of 
the contact area.and At is the time slice of the flow fractions 
rate.

l: i
The process of destruction of the solid into fractions is a 

long-continued. Time of complete destruction of the solid is 
equal ratio of the solid volume to fractions rate of occurrence 
and fractions size:

lp m ~ Vj r l nJTvijr (3)
The fractions generate by destruction of the contact layer 

of interaction of sliding elements of current-collecting.

In the general case:

Vfr = Hi Vifidxdydz = \j\V ifrdV  . (4)
( w )  OO

It is clear that the average number of fractions destruction 
of sliding elements {»fr ) and the fraction size are random 
interconnected correlated variables. Hence average number of 
fractions destruction of sliding elements is: nfr ~ V fr !V fr .

Thus, volume of fractions destruction of sliding elements, 
going through cross-section of the contact layer is equal the 
product of cubic content of fractions to the solid density

k _
M jr ( t )= P sssf r vf r ‘ = ' L VifrVfrP‘f r -  (5)

/=1
Here and below we assume that p ss = P[jy, that is the

solid density is identical to volume of fractions destruction of 
sliding elements in smooth space. Although this identity could 
not be hold, for example, diamond cutter slides along the 
plane of glass, that is if a solid more elastic than the sliding. 
Lets define that an average density of tribological flow of 
fractions destruction of non-uniform solids in CS is the ratio 
of solid weight to its volume: p s = m /V  .

In the general case, the parameters v^r , Vtj r , p tj r  are
not constant, that is they depend on time and coordinate. It 
could leads to violation of the constancy of the density 
distribution of the fractions across the flow. But taking into 
account that the problem of research is creation of a model 
flow of fractions destruction in the steady-state, we consider
that vtj r , V,fr  , pjjy are the average centered values (<...>) 
of characteristics of the destruction process.

Condition of random destruction of the flow fractions 
stationary supposes the constancy of the average 
characteristics of flow fractions in all cross-sections of the 
space. In other words this condition leads to the equation of 
continuity of flow fractions destruction:

k _
Pss S frvfyI ~ X\VifrvfrPifr — const (6)

t=l
This equation is valid to any type of stationary flow 

fractions destruction, having no inflow or outflow fractions in 
CS. We take the model of uniform SL structure in CS with 
varying specific density. It takes according to moving 
dynamics, the changing of fractions destruction properties and 
other factors in the SC. To solve this system, reduce it to 
ordinary differential equations with separable variables. 
Consider the steady fractions flow traffic in CS on isothermal
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conditions, i.e. at a constant temperature of SL. Take into [6] 
account the SL deviation from horizontal by dependence of
gravity on the angle ax (deviation angle from the horizontal): PI
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-  prjpRpTv * 1 2 3 4 5flr(v2)+a7-rf(v2)+[2gcosa_L + f?vv2 H e \iz = 0(7)
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At horizontal layer: otx = 0 (cosctx = l) . At vertical layer: 
ax =90° (cosax = 0). Gravity directs the fractions flow 
along layer. The fractions flow fall down and IgdzsO ,  
Resulting in the equation similar terms:
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, ctTf 2^ecosotx + R l  v,
and b = 1+ - -  — In— ----------------v r reflect the impact

2^egcosax + Ävf zv0“
velocity, the fluid properties and the orientation of SL.

C o n c l u s io n

Dynamics of random fractions flow of sliding contact 
collector elements destruction in steady-state was viewed. It 
was viewed for sliding interaction of collector pairs in space 
limited by area ofsliding.

First it was considered the wear of sliding contact elements 
from gravity and orientation on space (deviation angle from 
the horizontal).

The model of thin layer in space limited by area of sliding 
contact collector elements was created. This model sets for 
research of fractions flow of sliding collector contact elements 
relation in steady state. Verification of this model was taken 
by numerical analysis. Contact area has the dynamically 
varying geometry of the sliding layer and changing form 
factions destruction.
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